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Find your perfect

sewing machine!
W
elcome to The Good Sewing
Machine Guide 2021! No matter
where you are in your sewing
journey, a reliable sewing machine that
suits your skills and needs is an essential
piece of kit for so many creative projects. If
you’re starting from scratch and are on the
hunt for a solid beginner model, or want to
invest in an all singing, all dancing stitching
powerhouse, we’ll have the right match for
you! To make things super simple, the machines in this guide are
split into five categories – beginner, intermediate, advanced, star
models and finally, an overlocker section. You’ll find a handy
round up of key features, prices and details about where you can
buy your dream model , as well as some useful guides, a nifty
project and an in-depth Q+A session.
Happy stitching!
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Distributed by Frontline Ltd.,
Peterborough 01733 555161

Patterns that are featured in The Good Sewing Machine Guide 2021 are
reproduced in good faith that they do not infringe any copyright. The publishers
are not responsible for any safety issues arising from any products and items
created from projects contained within The Good Sewing Machine Guide 2021
magazine. While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of all
projects, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual
work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting construction.
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE ON YOUR
SEWING JOURNEY, WE’LL HAVE A SEWING
MACHINE THAT WILL HELP YOU TO TAKE
YOUR CREATIVE PROJECTS TO THE
NEXT LEVEL.
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BEGINNER MACHINES

I

Beginner
Basics
GETTING STARTED

f you’re just starting out with sewing it’s easy to become confused by
the hundreds of machines available online and in stores. What features will
you need to create straightforward projects? How much money should you
spend? We’ve lined up a fantastic range of machines for newbies that are
sure to assist you as you develop your skills and get to grips with the basics.
Budding dressmakers will find these machines offer a basic range of
decorative and utility stitches, including different lengths of straight stitch,
zig zag stitch and one- to four-step buttonhole functions. Most machines
will feature a built-in needle threader, a top-loading bobbin and a selection
of foot attachments that will help
to make your experience
smooth and simple.
Turn the page
and pick the right
sewing machine
for you!
5 GOOD MACHINE GUIDE 2021

Beginner Basics
£125

£135

Singer M2105

Singer Promise 1408

Janome 2200XT

The Singer M2105 entry sewing
machine is lightweight and portable,
perfect for sewing in smaller spaces
or for taking to a sewing class. There
are eight key stitches, all with preset
stitch length and width, eliminating
guesswork. The Singer M2105 is
perfect for the beginner and powerful
enough for an expert. Stitches are
clearly displayed on the Stitch
Selector Dial, and the buttonhole
sewing is a simple four-step process.

Create almost any project with the
Singer Promise 1408 Sewing
Machine! With basic, decorative and
buttonhole stitching included, this
machine includes all of the basic
features you'll need and is perfect
for sewing beginners. The Singer
Promise 1408 can sew many layers
of fabric and take on even heavy
fabrics, making it ideal for a wide
range of projects. There are eight
built-in stitches available, so this
machine will always have you
covered!

The 2200XT is a great all-round
machine with a good selection of
popular stitches and features. It is an
easy-to-use two dial model, with
one dial for stitch selection and the
other for adjusting stitch length. It
just couldn’t be simpler. The
automatic 4-step buttonhole
produces perfect buttonholes and
there’s plenty of accessory storage
plus a soft cover for protection. A
great beginnner's choice!

Beautifully Simple
6 GOOD MACHINE GUIDE 2021

● Quick and easy threading
● Full metal frame
● Lightweight and portable
● Front loading bobbin
singer.com

Love these features!
● Simple stitch selection
● Quick and easy threading
● Accessory storage drawer
● Automatic bobbin winding
singer.com

£169

Feature Packed

● 22 built-in stitch choices
● Auto 4-step buttonhole
● Easy stitch selection
● Variable stitch length
janome.co.uk

BEGINNER MACHINES
£195

Singer Fashion
Mate 3333
The Fashion Mate 3333 entry machine
has a sleek design and is ideal for
creative crafts, simple home décor,
fashions and more. Customise projects
using 23 different stitches and
adjustable stitch length. There is a
built-in needle threader and top
drop-in bobbin, making your machine
easy to set up and use. Buttonhole
sewing is a simple four-step process,
clearly marked on the Stitch Selector
Dial to help you make the buttonhole
the size you need for your project.

Everything You Need
● Top Drop-In Bobbin

singer.com

Brother Innov-is15
The user-friendly Innov-is 15 suits
everyone, from brand new sewers
to those with a little more
experience. With 16 stitches to
choose from, this clever machine
can handle all types of fabrics and
projects, so you can really let your
creativity fly. This version has an
easy-to-use jog dial which makes
stitch selection a breeze, as well as
a back-lit LCD screen with digital
stitch length and width controls.

Super Features

● Needle threading system

● 3 styles of 1-step automatic
buttonhole

● Drop feed setting

● Quick-set top loading bobbin
for easy threading
sewingcraft.brother.eu

£369

Husqvarna Viking
Emerald 118
The Emerald™ 118 is ideal for all types
of sewing and has many practical
features you will love. The built-in
needle threader, a handy Sewing
Guide Reference Chart, a hard cover
for storage and an effortless one-step
buttonhole provide a comprehensive
sewing experience that’s perfectly
suited to any kind of project. With 70
stitch functions, this machine offers
utility, decorative and stretch
stitches. The stitch length and width
can be adjusted.

Love These Features!
● Built in needle threader
● Start/stop and speed control
● One step buttonhole
● Adjustable presser foot
pressure

husqvarnaviking.com

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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● STAYBRIGHT™ LED light
● Free accessories included
● Online instruction manual

£299

SEWING MACHINE TIPS

Top 5

Sewing Machine Tips

for Beginners

GET TO GRIPS WITH THE BASICS BY FOLLOWING
THESE LIFESAVING POINTERS
CHOOSE THE
RIGHT MACHINE
FOR YOU
It’s crucial to pick a sewing
machine that suits your needs
and skill level. Luckily, there are
plenty of beginner models on the
market, flick back to page 5
to discover our fantastic
range of machines for
sewing newbies.
TAKE IT SLOW
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It can be tempting to
rush into stitching at full
speed, but slowing your
sewing machine down will
help you to maintain a
straight line and give your
projects a high-quality,
professional
finish.

ALWAYS USE
MATCHING THREADS
Sewing machines use two
threads to work their creative
magic. To avoid uneven tension
and potential disaster with jams
and breakages, you should
always use the same type
of thread on the top and
the bottom of your
machine.

DO A
PRACTICE RUN

If you’re nervous about
using your machine for the first
time, why not grab a spare piece
of fabric and practice the kind of
stitches you want to create?
KEEP YOUR
It’s a great way to gain
MACHINE CLEAN
confidence without
Always cover your sewing
potentially ruining any
machine when you aren’t
of your projects.
using it to avoid a build up of

dust, which can cause problems
down the line. Aim to clean
your machine after every few
sewing projects to avoid
fabric fibres from
clogging it.

FOR EVEN MORE SEWING MACHINE GUIDANCE, HEAD TO THE EXPERT Q+A SECTION ON PAGE 24!

BEGINNER MACHINES
£379

£399

£399

PFAFF® Smarter™ 260C

Janome 230DC

Brother Innov-is A50

Whatever your passion, fashion or
decoration, the Pfaff Smarter™ 260C
machine has all you need. With 27 built
in stitches, one-step buttonhole and
direct stitch selection settings it will
become your must-have tool to
showcase your personal style. It has an
integrated needle threader to make
sewing projects simple, as well as clear
and easy-to-use settings.

This straightforward, entry level
computerised model is ideal for
newcomers and those who love to
sew. The Janome 230DC features
include a lock stitch button to finish
thread ends and a scissors button
to automatically trim them. The
speed control slider regulates your
stitching speed and if you find a
foot control difficult to use, the
Start/Stop button gives you total
control. With 30 built-in stitches, 3
styles of auto 1 step buttonhole and
a top loading bobbin.

The Innov-is A50 has been designed
to be quick and easy for beginners
while incorporating powerful features
appreciated by experts. You’ll enjoy
smooth, strong, even feeding on all
kinds of fabrics - heavy, stretchy and
delicate, the A50 can handle them all.
With 50 built-in stitches, intuitive
electronic jog dial, advanced
one-action needle threader and 5
styles of 1-step automatic buttonhole
there are plenty of features to enjoy.

Made for Precision
● Direct stitch selection
● Start/Stop Button
● Speed Control
● 27 stitches and one step

● Maximum speed controller
● Foot pressure adjustment
● Lock stitch feature
● LED lamp
janome.co.uk

● Twin needle setting
● Drop feed
● Quick-set top load
drop-in bobbin

● Slide type speed control
sewingcraft.brother.eu
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buttonhole
pfaff.com/en-GB

Built for Beginners

Get to Grips

Make a

Sewing Machine Tidy
It’s all too easy to build up a collection of fabric offcuts left over
from projects, well now their day has come with Sophia
Palmer’s gorgeous sewing machine tidy. It’s a really fun project
and you can create a whole host of different looks depending on
the sizes of your scraps and the colour combinations.

YOU’LL NEED:
Fabric, cotton
Thin wadding or interlining
Machine thread, Gutermann
All seam allowances are
10mm unless specified
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1

Create a patchwork, 22cm x
32cm, pressing the seams
open as you go. Trim the
edges so they’re square. Make
the base piece, 15cm x 32cm, in
the same way. Stitch another
patchwork for the pocket, 11cm x
32cm, then cut fabric the same
size for the lining, plus a
matching piece of interlining.

2

Lay the patchwork pocket
and lining together, right
sides facing. Pin the
interlining piece to one of the
wrong sides. Sew along one long
edge, joining all three pieces.

and pocket. Place right sides
together and sew the whole
way around, leaving a small
gap in the side of the largest
patchwork piece.Trim the seam
allowances and corners. Turn
right side out through the gap
and press all edges flat.
Topstitch around the very edge
of the main patchwork, closing
Mark out the size you want
the gap in the process. This
each pocket to be. You’re
piece will go underneath your
going to sew vertical lines
through the pocket piece and onto sewing machine.
the base piece at intervals of your
choosing. This project has three
vertical lines to create four
different sized pockets. Cut
another piece of interlining, 22cm
x 32cm. With right sides together,
join the top of the base piece (one
layer) to the main patchwork
piece along the long edge, with
the interlining piece on top. Sew
and press the seams open.

Turn the piece right way out and
press the top flat. Tack stitch the
bottom edge to keep the layers
together. Place the padded pocket
on top of the patchwork base,
15cm x 32cm. Line up the bottom
raw edges together and pin in
place. You can also tack the sides
of the pocket if preferred.

3

Buy the fabric...

4

Cut a piece of fabric the
same size as the whole
finished patchwork piece

Vlieseline
interfacing and
fusible webbing,

ladysewand
sew.co.uk

SEWING PROJECT

y
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

SEWING PROJECT
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YOU’LL NEED:
Fabric, cotton scraps
Thin wadding or
interlining
Machine thread,
Gutermann
Iron-on interfacing, firm
weight
Toy stuffing
All seam allowances are
10mm unless specified

MAKE A PIN CUSHION

1

Join a selection of different
fabric scraps, right sides
together, to create a 10cm
square patchwork. Press the
seams open and trim all of the
edges straight. Cut a piece of
fabric, 10cm square, then
interface both sections.

2

Pin the patchwork and
plain sections right sides
together, and sew around
all four sides, leaving a 5cm gap

in one edge. Trim all four corners
before turning right sides around.
Press, fill with stuffing, then hand
sew the gap closed.

Key materials...
Soft Toy Filling
200g. £3.50,
hobbycraft.co.uk

INTERMEDIATE MACHINES

Models

TAKE THE NEXT STEP ON YOUR SEWING JOURNEY

S

titchers who have some experience under their belt and are keen to
take their skills to the next level will find plenty to inspire them in the
following pages. Intermediate models feature a wider range of tools
and features that will help you to refine your skills and create neater
projects. Many models will be computerised at this stage, which allows for
more control over finished products and a superior sewing experience.
We’ve collected a fantastic line up of more specialist machines that
provide an array of quality functions, such as LCD screens and delicate
finishing and personalisation options. Turn the page and feast your eyes!
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Upgrade Models
£299

£629

£649

Singer 7465

Janome 780DC

Brother Innov-is F420

The computer technology inside the
Singer Confidence 7465 means
stitch choice at the touch of a button,
ideal stitch length and width are set
for you. With an automatic needle
threader, buttonholes and a great
choice of stitches, this machine is
designed to suit all needs. The 7465
also includes the drop feed function,
which enables you to do free motion
work such as quilting.

This easy-to-use, entry level
computerised machine features a
lock stitch button to finish thread
ends and a scissors button to
automatically trim them. The speed
control slider regulates your
stitching speed, and if you find a
foot control difficult to use, the
‘Start/Stop’ button gives you total
control. The metal internal frame
and metal needle plate are built for
durability to give you many years of
sewing pleasure.

This versatile machine gives you the
flexibility and dexterity you need to
successfully take on a variety of
projects. The stronger, smoother,
quieter SFDS feeding system makes
the F420 perfect for all types of
sewing from delicate silks to tough
denim and leather. Convenient
features including automatic thread
cutter, knee lift and many more are
all designed to make your sewing
easier, quicker and more creative
than ever.

Key Details

All In One

Sew Clever

● 50 built-in stitches

14 GOOD MACHINE GUIDE 2021

● One-Step Automatic Built-In

Buttonholes
● Electronic Twin Needle Control
● 13 Needle Positions
singer.com

● 80 built-in stitches
● 3 styles of auto 1 step
buttonhole

● Top loading bobbin
● Start / Stop button
janome.co.uk

● 140 built-in stitches
● 5 Styles of lettering

● SFDS: Square Feed Drive
System

● Memory function
sewingcraft.brother.eu

INTERMEDIATE MACHINES
£699

£789

Singer 9960

Janome 5270QDC

PFAFF® Ambition™ 620

The Singer Quantum Stylist 9960
packed with features and has 600
built-in stitch patterns, 5 fonts, 13
one-step buttonholes, mirror imaging
and stitch elongation options to
customise your projects. The machine
also includes stitch editing
capabilities, a start/stop button and
direct button stitch selection. The
one-touch thread cutter trims the
upper and lower thread, leaving your
machine ready to start the next seam.

The 5270QDC is a jewel in the
Janome crown with exciting,
refined details for projects to shine.
The knee lift will leave hands free
for precise control and the included
optic magnifiers will help every
stitch to be placed perfectly. The
bright LED light helps get any
project finished, even at night. With
270 built-in stitches including 12
buttonholes, alphabet, and
numbers there’s plenty of options
for personalisation. An extension
table and hard cover are included.

The PFAFF® ambition™ 620 sewing
machine provides durable technology
and artful operation that’s built to
stand the test of time. With intuitive
functionality such as direct stitch
selection this machine will be your
most dependable tool. Spacious,
precise and accurate; features
include the Original IDT™ system,
large sewing space for maximum
accessibility and useful LCD screen
to assist you in all of your
creative projects.

Professional Finish

Super Stitcher

Endless Options
● Built-In Lettering
● 600 Built-In Stitches

● 13 One-Step Buttonholes
● Tie-Off Button

● 3 x optic magnifiers included
(x20, x40, x60)

● Easy set bobbin
janome.co.uk

● LCD screen
● Start/Stop and speed slider
● Thread snips
● 136 stitches and 2 sewing
fonts

pfaff.com/en-GB

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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singer.com

● Superior needle threader
● Bright led light

£799

Upgrade Models
£899

£899

Janome Atelier 3

Husqvarna Viking Opal
690Q

Designed for all types of sewing
with easy-to-use features, the
Janome Atelier 3 provides
everything an experienced sewing
enthusiast might need. With a total
arm length of 310mm and 210mm
arm space right of the needle, this
machine is ideal for bigger projects
and yet is equally suited to precision
sewing with 71 needle positions. It
has a superior feeding system and
comes with a semi-rigid cover.

Super Stitching
● Fully computerised

16 GOOD MACHINE GUIDE 2021

● Memorise stitch & alphabet
combinations
● 120 built-in stitches
● Auto 1-step buttonholes (7
styles)
janome.co.uk

£1,199

Singer SE300

Husqvarna Viking’s OPAL™ 690Q
computerized sewing machine is
extra-efficient with loads of built-in
assistance to change the way you sew
for the better! Let this fantastic sewing
machine focus on delivering the best
results while you relax and focus on the
joy of sewing! Make use of the Exclusive
Sensor System™, large sewing surface of
200mm and Exclusive Sewing Advisor®
to guide you through the creative
process.

One of the most advanced Singers’,
the Legacy SE300 has sewing and
embroidery together in one
machine, to transform even the
most basic projects into
masterpieces with precision and
accuracy. This machine features an
easy-to-use LCD touch screen and
performs at 800 sewing stitches per
minute. Sewers can personalise any
project with 200 embroidery
designs including floral, holiday,
children's designs, and cross stitch.

Amazing Features

Endless Options

● Start/Stop and Speed Control
● Sensor Buttonhole
● Touchscreen
● Automatic Thread Cutter

● 250 built-in stitches
● Software included for USB

husqvarnaviking.com

singermachines.co.uk

transferring

● Endless Hoop Capability
● Top Drop In Bobbin

ADVERTORIAL

Introducing

The Funky Iron

T

he Funky Iron boasts a splash of colour,
retro good looks and great functionality, helping
you look good and stay smart effortlessly. It has a
built-in steam pump and has been designed to
make the user experience as efficient as possible.
It features a long 3
metre power cord, large
450ml water tank and weighs just 1.3kg. For easy, flexible
moving, less topping up of water and all-round comfortable feel.
● 2400 Watts
The double ceramic soleplate ensures a smooth glide.
26cm x 13.6cm
Temperature and steam can be managed from the temperature ● Dimensions:
x 16.8cm
dial and steam control. The Funky Iron has a lifelong anti-scale
● Weight: 1.3kg
system built into it, as well as a water spray and self-clean
● Steam Output: 45g/min
buttons and a complimentary heat-resistant silicone pad is
● Silicone pad included
● 2 year guarantee
included to rest your iron on your ironing board. Available in Rose
● Free shipping standard
Gold Pink, Grey and Pale Blue. Claim your free Funky Iron Shoe
delivery in 2 working days
worth £19.99 with every Funky
Iron purchase. Just add both
Easy Clip-On Extra Soleplate For
Your Funky Iron
items to the cart and let the
● 2400 Watts
system do the rest.

Funky Iron
Key Details
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● Prevents shine on your

garments or fabrics
● Stops scorching
● Allows high heat settings for
all fabrics
● Non-stick surface for smooth
ironing
● For use with both steam
ironing and dry ironing
● Protects your Funky Iron
soleplate

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT FUNKYAPPLIANCE.CO OR CONTACT THE FUNKY APPLIANCE COMPANY CUSTOMER CARE TEAM ON 0800 254 5118

ADVANCED MACHINES

Top of
the Class
INVEST IN HIGH-TECH OPTIONS

A
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re you looking for extra special features and innovative tools in your
next sewing machine? If so, we’ve rounded up some of the most
advanced models on the market for expert stitchers. These
machines are truly worth splashing that extra cash, and are kitted out with
high-tech specs that’ll help you to create a professional finish from your
home. Enjoy the benefits of powerful motors and fully computerised settings
for added precision, which prove to be truly invaluable for experienced
stitchers. Advanced models will often allow users to personalise their
stitches, as well as offering innovative pivot, quilting and embroidery
functions. Invest in one of these top quality models and you’ll soon be taking
your creative work to a brand new level.

Top of the Class
£1,349

£1,999

£2,099

Brother Innov-is
1800Q

PFAFF® Quilt
Expression™ 720

Brother Innov-is V3
Embroidery Machine

The Innov-is NV1800Q offers an
impressive range of specialist
sewing features at an affordable
price. There are 234 stitches to
choose from, and width and length
can be adjusted by small
increments, letting you get just the
finish you want. Combining and
saving stitch designs is easy with
the Innov-is NV1800Q’s LCD screen
and touch sensor keypad. Use the
My Custom Stitch setting for
total control.

Innovative and customizable
features give you the control to
fine-tune your process and gives
you incredible possibilities. Take
advantage of the original IDT™
system, superb colour touch screen
and large 10” (200mm) sewing
space that makes this machine an
easy-going and pleasurable
experience.

Create beautiful embroidery projects
with the long-arm, large-area
Innov-is V3 embroidery machine.
This robust yet refined machine
offers you the ability to create large,
complex designs at speed. It
features over 200 fabulous built-in
embroidery designs and a fast 1050
stitches per minute embroidery
speed that will make any project a
stress-free, pleasurable experience
every time.

Super Features

● Large 8.3" (210 mm) work

● Sensormatic Buttonholes
● 400+ stitches
● Exclusive PFAFF® Stitch
techniques
● Side motion stitches
pfaff.com/en-GB

Skills Match

● Large LCD touch screen
● Large 300mm x 180mm
embroidery area

● Automatic thread cutting

● Thread sensors, auto-tension
and easy threading for easy use
and a professional finish
sewingcraft.brother.eu

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22
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space to the right of the needle
● 232 built-in stitches
● ICAPS - Continuous
Automatic Pressure System
● Multi-directional sewing sideways feed
sewingcraft.brother.eu

Pro Results

Top of the Class
£2,899

£4,149

£4,299

Janome Atelier 9

Brother Innov-is XE
Embroidery Machine

PFAFF® performance
icon

The Innov-is XE1 embroidery
machine provides professional level
embroidery technologies. You’ll get a
faster finish, perfect placement and
fuss free stippling, whenever you sit
down to embroider. Unleash your
design potential using My Design
Snap to convert images, photos,
handwriting or line drawings into
embroidery data. Snap your image,
send wirelessly to the XE1 and your
machine will convert to stitch data
and transform into your own unique
works of art.

The PFAFF® performance icon™
executes better than anything
you’ve ever experienced with its
sleek design and extensive user
features. You will have full control
over all of your projects down to the
finest detail— so you can impress
yourself with the perfect
possibilities. The machine has a
market leading 10.1” tablet like,
multi touch screen and
comprehensive connectivity with
WiFi and mySewnet™.

The Atelier 9 is a combined sewing
and embroidery machine. This
machine even has WiFi and
showcases some fantastic
embroidery designs. It has the stitch
tapering function plus AcuFeed
Flex, embroidery couching, variable
zig zag, auto presser foot lift,
cutwork, jump thread trimming,
useful apps, 22 standard feet, 3
hoops, and of course, legendary
Janome quality.
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Top Features

● WiFi to transfer designs
● 300 built-in stitches
● 1,000 Stitches per minute
● 11 Buttonhole styles
janome.co.uk

Quality Stitching

Total Control

● Market leading lighting for

● Extra-large embroidery area
● Wireless capability
● 727 built-in embroidery

● Markets largest working area
● Innovative and exclusive

● 5 year warranty (1 year for

● Automatic needle threader

designs

commercial use)
sewingcraft.brother.eu

brightest workspace

stitch techniques
pfaff.com/en-GB

ADVANCED MACHINES
£4,999

£7,499

Janome Continental
M7 Professional

Husqvarna Viking
Designer Ruby 90

The Continental M7 Professional has
the industry’s largest sewing space
available on any household use
machine. Engineered to meet your
demands, the CM7P provides
powerful needle penetration. Perfect
for garment sewing, quilting and
allowing you to easily tackle
heavy-weight home furnishing
projects to make your decorating
dreams come true. There is even an
instructional app available which
uses the machines QR code to
access help videos.

Escape in your project, without
getting lost in the process, using
the innovative DESIGNER RUBY™ 90
sewing and embroidery machine
features designed to make your
sewing and embroidery experience
seamless. This productive machine
also features start/stop and speed
control, an exclusive sensor system
and a large sewing and
embroidery area.

Feature Packed
1 automatic
● On-screen sewing support
● Barcode acuspark tutorial app
janome.co.uk

Brother Innov-is
XP1 Sewing and
Embroidery Machine
The Luminaire Innov-is XP1 is the
new ultimate in luxury sewing
experience. Packed with cuttingedge technology found nowhere
else, it frees you to realise your
sewing, quilting and embroidering
dreams. With a revolutionary built-in
projector and extra large embroidery
area measuring 272mm x 408 mm
(10.7" x 16"), this machine is built to
support you through all projects, no
matter how ambitious.

Key Details

● mySewnet™ connected
● JoyOS™ advisor
● Large 10.1” colour

● Hyper wide-view camera
● Over 1,100

● Automatic Needle threader

● 192 exclusive Disney designs
● My Design Center

touch screen

husqvarnaviking.com

embroidery designs

sewingcraft.brother.eu
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● 400 built-in stitches
● 12 sensor buttonholes,

Professional Finish

£10,999

Sewing SOS!
QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY ANN WHITE, TRAINING
COORDINATOR FOR
UK
How can I
slow down the
movement of my
sewing machine
and stay in control
of my work?
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“The foot control or start/stop
button will control the speed
of your machine. On most
computerised models there is
a speed control slider which,
once set, can limit the
maximum speed of the
machine to help you gain
confidence. This feature is also
useful when free machining to
achieve a constant speed.”

What age would
you recommend
starting children on
sewing machines?

What factors do I
need to consider
when buying an
upgrade machine?

“At an age where a child shows
interest is best, usually around
7 or 8. Most of us learned to
sew by watching others and
being inspired by fabrics and
thread colours. Finger guards
are available and a computerised
model with speed control and
a top loading, jam proof bobbin
will help if the budget will stretch.
Having decorative stitches
will also help to keep children
interested, as they can use them
to embellish their projects.”

“Consider the type of sewing
you want to do. Would you like
additional speed or a larger arm
space, do you require a free arm
for dressmaking? The Janome
Atelier Series offers additional
arm space, 210mm to the right of
the needle for bulky projects. An
underbed cutter is a convenient
timesaving feature and consider
the stitch package/alphabet.
Look at the standard accessories,
and what is available as
you progress.”

SEWING MACHINE Q+A
QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY CORINNE BRADD, IN-HOUSE
PROJECT DESIGNER FOR ACEVILLE PUBLICATIONS
Why does my
thread keep
breaking
whenever I try to
use my sewing
machine?
“Chances are you've threaded
the machine incorrectly. Lift
the presser foot, take the
thread right out and start from
scratch. You could also try
changing the brand of thread
you are using, some cheaper
cottons have inconsistencies
in their twist and these 'slubs'
can get caught. Also, make
sure the thread is unreeling
easily, if your reel is too tight
the thread can't unwind.”

I've found that my
sewing machine often
skips stitches. Why
is this happening and
what can I do to fix it?
“Skipped stitches are usually the
fault of the needle. Use a good
brand, not a mass produced
unbranded type; the money you
might think you're saving on these
is nothing compared to the grief
they will give you! Stitches will
skip if the hook race cannot 'grab'
the top thread and some cheap
needles don't position this
properly. You might also find that
the timing is slightly out, in which
case you're advised to ask your
local sewing shop for the number
of an engineer.”

QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY
STUART STAMP FROM
What kind of sewing
machine features
should I be looking
for as a complete
beginner?

“When you first get a machine,
don't be afraid of it. If you're in
any doubt as to whether you've
set it up correctly, try turning the
flywheel towards you by hand to
check everything before using
the foot pedal. Important things
to remember include: put the
presser foot down before sewing,
check you have the correct foot
on your machine, especially
before working zigzag stitches
and re-engage the clutch after
winding a bobbin.”

MARKETING
My sewing machine
keeps getting
tangled when I
use it. How can I
avoid this problem
moving forward?

How will I
know when
my sewing
machine
needles need to
be replaced?

“Check your needle is not
damaged or worn. Re-thread the
machine with the presser foot
raised. Check you haven’t missed
the take-up lever. Re-thread the
bobbin and be sure the position
of the bobbin case is correct.
See your machine's instruction
manual for full threading
instructions. A low tension
setting may also cause thread
bunching, re-set the tension
to position setting 4 on
Brother models.”

“We recommend
changing a needle every
6-8 hours of sewing, or
ideally after every project.
As a needle becomes
blunt it will begin making
a popping or a thudding
noise when sewing as
it becomes difficult to
make a hole in the fabric.
Dispose of old needles
immediately to avoid
confusion and reuse later.”
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“Basic machines start from under
£100 and feature limited stitch
options that are perfect for outright
beginners looking to try simple sewing
projects. Look for an LED sewing light,
free arm conversion, top loading, or
quick set bobbin for easy bobbin
replacement. For the more ambitious
beginner, the Innov-is A series has lots
of time-saving features such as
advanced needle threader, Start/Stop
button and slide speed control, precise
digital stitch width and length
controls, decorative stitches and twin
needle facility for creative sewing.”

Do you have any
tips for complete
sewing machine
beginners that will
help them to avoid
mistakes?

ADVERTORIAL

Invisible Heroes

– The Role of the Fit
Mannequin in Fashion
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E

ver wondered how
garments are made to fit the
human body just right?
Enter the unsung hero of
fashion: the fit mannequin.
Evolved from the traditional
tailors busts or dressforms, fit
mannequins have now become
more sophisticated to cater for
the ever-increasing array of
human body shapes and sizes.
Figure Forms in Cape Town,
South Africa has been
developing and supplying high quality fit mannequins to apparel retailers
and manufacturers globally since 1989.
The fit mannequin has become an indispensable link in the supply
chain, allowing manufactured garment samples to be approved quickly
for production and reducing the time to market. Better fitting garments
result in customer satisfaction and promote brand loyalty, something
that is key in the competitive fashion industry.
In recent years, with the advent of 3D technology and virtual garment
fitting, the fit mannequin has also had to adapt to the digital world.
Figure Forms has also made this transition and now offers 3D mannequin
avatars as the exact counterpart to their physical forms. This facilitates
an even greater time and cost saving, as fewer (or no) garment samples
are required before going into full production.
FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT WWW.FIGUREFORMS.CO.ZA OR EMAIL: INFO@FIGUREFORMS.CO.ZA
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Star

Machines

MODELS THAT STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD

I
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f you’ve scoured the market for a sewing machine with a
little something special and you still can’t find your dream
model, why not take a look at our line up of extra efficient
machines that are packed with features? They are a treat to
work with if you’re dabbling in creating your own homewares
or making and selling your own garments. Whether you’re
looking for a heavy-duty machine, or one to hone your skills,
we’ll have the right fit for you. Come and take a browse
through our collection…

STAR MACHINES
£599

£949

£1,799

Singer HD6805

Janome CoverPro 3000P

Introducing the first ever
computerized heavy duty machine
– brand new to the market and one
to watch! With a full metal frame,
powerful motor the Singer HD6805
is a true workhorse. It combines
diverse features allowing you to
sew through the toughest materials
with the ease of computerised
functionality. The machine has 568
built-in stitches, as well as two
lettering fonts for a wide range of
sewing techniques for creativity and
customisation.

The CoverPro 3000P has a durable
top cover stitch, as often seen on
sportswear garments. Experiment
with this machine for garment
assembly or decorative stitching on
all types of fabric, firm or stretchy.
The vertical needle drop helps with
fabric penetration and precision to
achieve high quality results, even on
fine knit fabrics with the special ‘fine
mode’ switching lever. This model has
increased durability by adopting ball
bearings to help less vibration.

Janome Memory Craft
550E Embroidery Only

Heavy Duty

Total Precision

● Heavy duty professional design,

speed up to 1,000 spm
● Fine mode switching lever
● Built-in needle threader
● Built-in spreader and thread guide
for top cover stitch

singermachines.co.uk

janome.co.uk

Huge Surface

● Extra large table
● Adjustable embroidery speed
400-860SPM

● Anti-kink thread device
● Auto centre for designs
janome.co.uk
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● 50% enhanced power
● Extra high sewing speed
● LCD screen
● Speed control

The MC550E dedicated embroidery
only machine has one of the
industry’s largest work spaces!
There are 180 built-in embroidery
designs, 6 fonts and 2 and 3 letter
monogramming with four hoops
included! The new RE36b is an
exclusive hoop to the 550E and
has an embroidery field of 200 x
360mm. There is even an extra-large
table to ensure that your projects are
always properly supported.

SHOPPING
Make a Statement
The Finishing Touch
If you’re going for a natureinspired look for your next
dressmaking project, a delicate
green thread is essential to pull
the whole look together. Mettler
Seralon polyester thread in Pale
Green, from £6, quiltdirect.co.uk

Bold and beautiful is the way forward
with this stunning print – it’s sure to
make a statement on your designs.
Brushwork Goldenrod - Whatnot by
Ruby Star Society, £16 per metre,
thefabricfox.co.uk

Let’s Get Organised!
Tired of scrabbling around for your
sewing threads in your bag or
drawer? Give them the KonMari
treatment with this smart
handmade spool holder, crafted
from FSC and PEFC certified beech,
so you can find the one you need at
a glance. £18, tigerlilycrafts.co.uk

Sewing

Wish List

ALL THE ESSENTIALS YOU NEED FOR
YOUR NEXT CREATIVE PROJECT
It’s in the Details
Upgrade your stash with this gorgeous set
from Japan. Featuring a handcrafted masu
box pincushion made from Kokura textile
and three unique pins crafted in the Shippo
(‘Seven Treasures’) method, you’ll be the
envy of your sewing circle. From £30,
handsonworkshop.com.au/shop
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The Perfect Plan
Invest in a crafty notebook to keep
a record of your creative project
ideas. This stunning piece of
stationery from Papier is ideal for
jotting down ideas, little reminders
and stitchy inspirations. You can
also personalise your cover with a
name, fun title, or tribute. £19.99,
papier.com

Magnetic Magic
Make sure pins don’t go
awry during your sewing
projects by popping them on
this wearable magnet. It is a
simple solution to every
sewist’s nightmare and the
flexible silicone strap allows
it to fit all wrist sizes
perfectly. £12.99,
mysewingbox.co.uk

OVERLOCKER SECTION

The Ultimate
Overlockers
SPECIALIST MACHINES FOR THE PERFECT FINISH

W

ith a world of options at your fingertips, an overlocker
(or serger) machine can elevate your projects to a
whole new level of perfection. Overlockers use
multiple threads to seam fabric while also overcasting to cover
raw edges. It can be used for construction, finishing, or both at
the same time. Discover the wonderful range of these specialist
machines that will suit many different budgets.
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Ultimate Overlockers
£379

£479

£895

Jaguar 489 Overlocker

Elna 664 Pro

Enspire

The Jaguar 489 overlocker machine
is a superbly engineered 2,
3 or 4 thread overlocker with
differential feed. It is a favourite among
machinists, creating a range of easily
produced, professional looking
finishes way beyond those possible
with a sewing machine. It features
an impressive array of capabilities
for anyone who is passionate
about dressmaking, quilting,
alterations, crafting or making
home furnishings.

What better friend can you have
than the Elna 664 PRO? Neatly
cutting, hemming and sewing in
no time at all. While avoiding loose
threads, you can hem skirts, sew
stretch fabrics and create a new
wardrobe of clothes with the Elna
664. This overlocker, often used in
conjunction with a traditional
sewing machine, will also help
you cut and assemble garments
with no fuss.

The baby lock enspire may be
small, but it is strong and easy to
operate. Its predecessor, the baby
lock éclipse, was the world's first
overlock machine to have the jet air
threading system. In 1996, this
overlocker won the Japanese
innovation award for its
outstanding, revolutionary
technology. Manual tensions
give the operator total control
over the finish.

Get Creative

Great Value
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Super Stitcher

● Open front thread system
● Overedge cutting width dial
● Foot pressure regulator
● Pre threaded with 4 cones
jaguarsewingmachines.co.uk

● Built-in program stitch
reference chart

● Differential feed

● Automatic tension release
● Easy to follow colour coded
threading

elna.com

● Auto threading
● Manual tensions

● Handy needle threader
● 4 year warranty
babylock.co.uk

OVERLOCKER SECTION
£1,195

£1,399

£1,695

Victory

Enlighten

The Victory is the first in the baby
lock range to deliver both auto
threading and auto tensions. The
Jet-Air™ Threading System,
developed by baby lock, threads the
loopers with a whoosh of air – so no
more fiddling with tweezers to
access the correct thread path. A
sensor under the pressure foot
detects the thickness of the fabric
and adjusts itself. This feature is on
all auto tensioned baby locks. You
can ride from fleece to chiffon
without touching a single control.

This revolutionary overlocker
features the latest in looper
threading technology,
ExtraordinAir™ Threading. With just
one push of a button, ExtraordinAir
takes your thread through all the
loopers at once, with just a gust
of air. Plus, it offers the unique
decorative Wave stitch. With so
many fabulous features, the
Enlighten will teach you just how
easy overlocking can be.

This combined 5 thread overlock
and cover stitch machine comes
with the unique jet-air threading
system and automatic thread
delivery system. The Desire 3 gives
all the practicality of a combination
machine without the stress of
changing from overlock to cover
stitch, due to the fabulous jet air
threading. A 5 thread safety seam,
favoured within the industry, is a
doddle on this machine.

Sew Clever

Nation's Favourite

Sew Practical

● Auto threading and tension
● Auxiliary looper enables

● Electronic auto threading
●Auto tension
● Unique wave stitch
● Pure Lighting with

babylock.co.uk

babylock.co.uk

3 LED lights

● Auto threading
● Auto tension

● Affordable practicality
● Industrial attachment facility
babylock.co.uk

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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2 thread stitching

Desire 3

Ultimate Overlockers
£1,745

£2,379

Acclaim

PFAFF® admire™
air 7000

With the baby lock Acclaim, your
overlocking is sure to achieve a new
level of critical acclaim! Discover Jet
Air threading for both loopers and
needles. The safety cut-out ensures
that you can never again stitch
with the foot up. This baby lock
model is the ultimate in overlocking
– it's well behaved and willing.
No more stressy stitching!

Top of Line
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● Electronic auto threading
● Auto tension
● Unique wave stitch
● Magnetic needle parking
babylock.co.uk

£3,195

Gloria

Create stunning projects with the
PFAFF® admire™ air 7000 one-touch
electronic air-threading coverlock
machine. The sophisticated
ease-of-use features will help you
achieve an expert finish with every
stitch. Change threads for different
stitches with ease. Select your stitch,
and the optimal thread tensions,
stitch length and more are
automatically set.

The best of the baby lock features are
all rolled together in this machine.
It's a cover stitch and overlocker
combined, carrying no less than
eight threads. Each has its own
clearly marked thread path. You can
combine any overlock stitch with any
cover stitch. Fancy a Triple Cover
Stitch delivered at the same time as a
Rolled Hem? Use the manual, plus a
Quick Reference Threading Guide for
at-a-glance guidance.

Sewing Whizz

Top Spec

● One touch electronic air
threading loopers
● Colour Touchscreen
● Exceptional lighting
● 26 stitches

pfaff.com/en-GB

● Electronic auto threading
● Safety cutouts
● Extra wide throat

● Industrial attachment facility
babylock.co.uk

